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1.0 INTRODUCTION
  
The government as a primary duty bearer has a significant role to play in increasing agriculture production through 
infrastructure development. The process of having farmers engage with the bearers of service delivery from the 
grass roots to the district then to national levels by using the bottom up approach is not only be proven to an efficient 
approach in empowering the farmers but also in changing the landscape of Lesotho’s agriculture sector.

To have a unified voice for policy change, effective resource allocation, and influence the government, farmers need-
ed to learn how to act as one voice through a platform that facilitates the engagement and amplifies their voices on a 
range of challenges affecting agriculture value chains, from production, processing to marketing. And this can only 
be achieved through farmers understanding policy formulation, budget tracking and knowing how to monitor it.

Through this training workshop which was attended by 29 farmers from the all resource centre except Pelaneng, 
farmers have been able to acquire vast knowledge on the obligation of service providers; the skills, tools and meth-
ods of engaging and holding duty bearers accountable and responsive and will be able to create networks amongst 
themselves to build a collective and impactful voice for change.

As the Managing Director of RSDA, Mrs. ‘Mampho Thulo welcomed the participants to the training workshop, she 
emphasized that RSDA is here to support famers in all aspects, including enabling them to engage in the implemen-
tation of  Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP) agreement. Of which RSDA was 
part in signing the agreement and other relevant stakeholders. 

She said, small holder farmers should take advantage  of such government agricultural policies and programs like 
CAADP whose aim is to improve the agricultural growth rate to 6% and an allocation of at least 10% of public ex-
penditures to the agricultural sector to create the wealth needed for rural communities and households in Africa 
to prosper hence such  training workshops are important for the farmers “this training on governance and social 
accountability is meant for you farmers the walk out of it knowing how to be in uniform, know your rights and  the 
how’s and when’s of getting what you want to improve agriculture.”

Training Of Leribe District Farmer’s Forum on Governance and Social Accountability

Lieketso Ramoholi, one of the facilitators introducing farmers 
to the training.
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2.0 EXPECTATIONS
The participants were asked to list their expectations on the training workshop: the following were the expectations 
of the participants:

• To learn  new ways of approaching those in power
•  How to overcome the problem of high cost on seeds produced inside the country
•  How to bring about market centres closer to the farmers, and where to get access to water reservoirs for irrigation
•  How to produce in quality and great quantities
•  The procedures of maintaining good healthy productive soils
•  Understand how the markets work so their agricultural products do not go to waste
•  How to get access to agricultural facilities such as green houses
•  How to address challenges of  climate change
•  To know several ways to make sure that seedlings and fertilizers reach us as the  farmers on time
•  To know ways in which one can improve their farming skills
•  To learn ways of taking care of our animals without calling veterinary experts to help

There was a confusion in listing farmers’ expectations as they had expected topics such as how to manage soil, or 
when to plant crops or how to artificially inseminate or the tactics of vaccination, but to learn about issues of gov-
ernance and accountability. It was apparent in their listed expectations that they had no idea how much issues of 
governance and accountability affect them as a community in the agricultural sector. It seemed that their everyday 
concern going to the fields, ploughing and waiting for harvest.

The participants expectations were proceed by discussion on what they expressed. It is important to note that the 
expectations highlighted by the participants were more of governance issues because they touch on the obligations 
of the government and what it ought to do for the farmers through provision of better agricultural services. It also 
has to do with the roles and obligations that are supposed to be performed by the government and other stakeholder. 
It also raised the question of citizens’ involvement in the planning, implementation and monitoring of government 
policies and programs. Questions of participants not knowing where to get agricultural services and facilities and 
who to ask and hold responsible is a pertinent issue and great concern.

3.0. TRAINING AIM:
To enhance the district farmers’ forum capacity to engage with the government and other stakeholders to ensure 
effective and efficient agricultural service delivery

3.1. Training Workshop Objectives:
1.To increase smallholder farmers’ knowledge on the obligations of the agricultural  service providers

2.To equip smallholder farmers’ with skills and tools/techniques of engaging and holding the duty bearers account-
able and responsive

3.To equip smallholder farmers with leadership skills that would enhance cohesion and networking between and 
among farmers’ forum and strengthen and build collective voice for responsive agricultural service provision.

3.2. Training Outcomes
Through this training workshop the following outcomes were expected to be achieved;

-Farmers’ Leaders are knowledgeable on Social Accountability and improved service delivery.

Training Of Leribe District Farmer’s Forum on Governance and Social Accountability
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-Participants  acquired  vast knowledge on and understanding of the obligation of service providers; 

-The participants gained practical skills and tools of engaging and holding duty bearers accountable, responsive so 
as to receive satisfactory service delivery for better farming purposes.

-The participants elected the leadership to run the affairs of the district farmers’ forum and to create 
networks amongst themselves and with other district farmers’ forum elsewhere in the country to build a 
collective and impactful voice for change.

4.0 TRAINING APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The workshop was participatory and most of the sessions were formed based on the information given 
by farmers, the facilitators did not attend to provide answers nor solutions but farmers were allowed to 
explore them themselves. After outlining the training objectives and outcomes the facilitator led them 
into another exercise on the contextual analysis and institutional analysis. This was meant for farmers to 
analyse the context in which they understand their context as well as the institutions that provide servic-
es. Most 

5.0 CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

The training began by dividing participants into groups of two according to gender; i.e. males and fe-
males separately and given the task of answering real life basic questions such as who they are as individ-
ual farmers, their roles, responsibilities and whether the government and private sector has delivered and 
fulfilled their obligations. This exercise was done purposely to enable the facilitator  identify knowledge 
gaps farmers had on government responsibility, obligations and mandate, and the level base of the farm-
ers knowledge of the country’s agricultural policies and programs.  

6.0 INSTITUTIONAL ANALYSIS
Participants were then asked information on the kind of agricultural services offered to them as farmers in Leribe. 
These questions were expressed in a form of a table focusing on: what inputs and other services do they need to pro-
duce maximally, who is providing the inputs or services and who are the actors, how did they come to know about 
the ones responsible for providing such services (source of information) and who do they finally get as services or 
inputs from the service providers.

The participants mentioned a number of stakeholders in the Leribe district involved in agricultural service provi-
sion and these included The Smallholder Farmers’ Development Project (SADP) under the Ministry of Agriculture, 
World Vision-Lesotho, District Administrator’s office and resource centres.

The participants mentioned a number of challenges faced as farmers and these included among others; The poor 
service delivery attributed to understaffing of government officials, limited access to agricultural facilities such as 
greenhouses, limited access to water for both irrigation and domestic use, service providers lack motivation to work 
( they do not love their jobs), limited access to capital to invest in agricultural production because most banks are 
afraid to lend their money to farmers, limited pastoral ownership and expansion due to land policy restrictions, 
insufficiency in training farmers on management skills (trainers lack the interest in the follow up of training session 
results) and stakeholder funds that are limited mostly because of nepotism( limited access to agricultural project 
funds like SADP due to nepotism and  political patronage). Most of such funds are politicised and those farmers 
who are lucky to access such funds must first demonstrate allegiance to the political party in power as a true sup-
porter. 
It was also mentioned that that access to information on management in farming is very limited, the resources are 
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available  but most farmers especially those in hard to reach areas cannot access information and if they do, there is 
the persisting barrier of language because most media outlets communicate in English (a language that most small-
holder farmers do not understand), organizations such as World Vision-Lesotho and Smallholders  Agriculture devel-
opment project (SADP) fail them because  in most cases  they hire under qualified staff who lack interest in farming, 
and have less knowledge and skills in agricultural production, particularly farming. The participants mentioned that 
the agricultural institutions that are supposed to supply farmers with breeds of animals but do not educate  farmers 
on how to manage and handle the breeds. This has kept farmers with limited knowledge on effective management 
and production. 

But the major concern for Leribe farmers was the issue of timeliness in service delivery. Giving the explanation that 
some  resources(inputs like seeds and fertilizers) are available for farmers, but they are don’t reach the farmers on time 
and many of them are too far away from the district agriculture offices and resource  centre, hence delaying the plant-
ing seasons and at times plant seeds not according to suitable seasons. Some of the agriculture inputs and services are 
outsourced from Maseru instead of having such   services brought closer to the farmers. 

The participants contended that they have been complaining to the government officials on why they prohibit small 
retails shops from selling these resources (inputs) so that farmers get them closer to their districts instead of going 
Maseru agricultural departments themselves. With such concern, this showed how the timeliness, efficiency and ef-
fectiveness and responsiveness of government affect the poor smallholder farmers from accessing the needed services 
and inputs. This is a governance question still that can be further be advanced by the district farmers; forum leader-
ship to the district leadership particularly the district agricultural office and the local council for timely intervention. 

6.1 Issues raised by farmers
Through participatory discussions on the above highlighted challenges faced by the participants in Leribe district, 
they were able to suggest a number of proposals/interventions that the government should institute, and one of them 
was to let farmers choose their own agricultural officers to work with them. For instance, a supervisor should be cho-
sen amongst the farmers because as one of the farmers insisted that, ‘nothing for the farmer without the farmer’.

• Association such as the RSDA shouldn’t train farmers and disappear for a long time, they should make follow-ups    
on their trainings (such trainings should be cascaded to lower farmers so that they also benefit)-awareness on the 
governance issues.

• Qualified and knowledgeable officers should be employed to assist farmers in order to avoid clashes between the 
farmers (farmers seem to know more than the supervisors at hand)

• Nepotism should be stopped in government and private  sectors when  hiring staff

• Hired officers should be more appreciative of farmers’ knowledge (Integrative of indigenous knowledge) and should 
stick to their roles as officers instead of ripping benefits that were meant for farmers to empower themselves.
There should be officers who love their jobs enough to avoid being greedy by stealing a farmers business idea and 
making it their own

• Access to information; the media need to look at the language barrier and price range charges for their magazines 
and newspapers to make them more affordable and accessible to local people and the services offered by cooperatives 
should not be too far away from farmers.

6.2 Institutional mapping
The analysis of the challenges faced by the participants (farmers) led them to another discussion on the institutional 
mapping. The facilitator wanted to find out in this exercise, whether the farmers know where agricultural services and 
inputs are accessed from and which institution is mandate with what responsibility and roles. This would ultimately 
help the participants to identify whether there is access to information and how long it takes to obtain access. From 
the discussions it was identified that the facilities and inputs for farmers are available but it normally takes time to 
reach farmers and due to Lesotho’s landscape, some areas have no access to such services.
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Picture of demonstration

GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
In the previous session participants were introduced the concept of institutional analysis and some of the challenges 
farmers face in agricultural production. We have briefly mentioned the context of institutional mapping to help the 
participants express their knowledge on which service providers are in their districts and which service they provide 
and how the smallholder farmers are engaged and motivated to participate in agricultural related programs, projects 
and policies.

In this session we further extend participants’ readiness to discuss the issues of governance, identify the problem 
and identify their role in addressing the problem. The participatory discussion is to induce their role in governance 
processes, and to encourage an enhanced understanding about the roles and obligations of government and other 
key stakeholders in the governance processes for enhanced agricultural production.

The facilitator led participants into brainstorming about what a government is, what does the government do or 
supposed to do, why does the government do what they have mentioned and who does it. This discussion led par-
ticipants to share their understanding on governance.

Participants (Farmers) believe that the governments consist of representatives chosen by the people to help in the 
running of the country and it is their job as farmers and part of the people of Lesotho to assist the government by 
giving them money to carry out government operations. Yet it was evident that farmers do not have access to in-
formation as they lack access because they do not have important documentation that could help them understand 
how government is run. For instance, farmers did not know about the CAADP agreement meant to assist farmers 
in improving farming to at least 6%. It was also discovered that farmers did not realize they had the right to have 
and demand to have access to such documentation as the coalition agreement, CAADP agreement and the budget 
speeches.

Social Contract 

As governments are elected, a social contract is automatically binding between the elected leaders, the government 
in power, the civil servants and the people, therefore, making the government accountable to carry out the tasks giv-
en by the people, but the majority of the farmers are not aware and misinformed to the mandate of the government.. 
The participants expressed to have no idea on the strength and power they have over the government as citizens 
and as voters and that there is a social contract that must be honoured by those in power to provide public services, 

Agric College                                   

                           Resource Centre                                    Coop

Milk Collection                    

                                        Veterinarian
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including the agricultural sector. 

For instance the participants didn’t 
know that they can pay a visit to 
the DAO and ask or demand for 
services that are satisfactory to 
them. The challenge remains that 
the majority citizens are not en-
lightened on ways to approach 
and speak up against government 
poor service delivery or any form 
of corruption and their mistreat-
ment. And mostly, farmers are 
afraid to speak up for their rights 
because they are not aware that 
the government is accountable to 
them. 

The facilitator, therefore informed 
farmers that they need to push 
to get what they need from the 
government by challenging those 
with power because no one will 
fight their battles if they cannot 
come together and demand.
In further probing the participants 
on why farmers think they don’t 
have access to facilities

• Few civil servants to allocate re-
sources
• Government job positions are 
awarded according to political 
ideologies not qualifications and 
interest in the job and as such 
most of the extension staff don’t 
have sufficient knowledge to sup-
port farmer

• There is corruption where civil 
servants take services which are 
meant for the people. ( They put 
themselves first to the people they 
are supposed to serve)

• Too much nepotism inside    
government offices

• Most services are out of reach by 
majority farmers, especially those 
in hard to reach areas.

• Corruption through bribes
Civil servants lack passion for 
their jobs .

• It is becoming a norm for offi-
cials to hire on intimate relation-
ship agreement basis.

• Ignorance of the most farmers

• Freedom of speech has become 
a just a phrase but is not practical 
(farmers fear for their lives if they 
speak up)

• Thievery by civil servants on       
facilities and agricultural inputs 
intended for farmers. 
• Politics inside government of-
fices that eventually stifle public        
service delivery.

The facilitator led the participants 
into explanation about what a 
government is, what is govern-
ance and what makes governance 
work for the people, including the 
smallholder farmers. 

This session provides information 
about a continuum of govern-
ance pillars and principles in ref-
erencing to service delivery    in 
agriculture sector while explicit-
ly showing what the participants 
need to do to make governance 
work for them.

In this way participants were re-
ferred back to the previous dis-
cussion on the roles and respon-
sibilities of farmers as citizens to 
help them create a linkage be-
tween their participation in gov-
ernance processes and service 
delivery.

The facilitator took the partici-
pants through the conceptual un-
derstanding of Governance, look-
ing at the meaning and relevance 
of governance work, relevance of 
governance to farmers work and 
the key governance areas of focus.
7.0 GOVERNANCE

Governance is about the relation-
ship between citizens & the state, 

The facilitator demonstrating relationship between  state and citizens
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& the way the state uses its power 
& authority to manage its politi-
cal, economic & administrative 
affairs.  

It is the process of decision-mak-
ing & how those decisions are im-
plemented.  It is about systems & 
procedures used to decide what 
should be done in society (e.g. 
Smallholder farmers) and ‘how’ 
to implement these decisions.

Is about who has power, who 
makes decisions, how other play-
ers make their voice heard & how 
accountability is delivered.

Governance can be looked at as 
a process of strengthening dem-
ocratic principles from bad to 
good governance. It builds in-
stitutions’ systems & processes 
to be; Accountable, transparent, 
just, responsive and participatory.
Governance work involves  dif-
ferent key stakeholders, like CSOs 
such as RSDA supporting people 
living in poverty(PLP) to           pur-

sue their rights by engaging duty 
bearers; It involves challenging 
power centres, powerful officials 
& engaging on political issues 
(e.g. on policy like budgets), etc. 

In a country-Lesotho, there are 
legal frameworks and procedures 
laid down to regulate the be-
haviours and actions of the duty 
bearers and must be exercised by 
the citizens by holding them ac-
countable!

The discussion proceeded into 
the rationale of integrating Gov-
ernance in agricultural sector and 
in the work of the farmers. 

Since most participants expected 
the training to focus on the tech-
nical issues of agricultural prac-
tices, how to increase their farm-
ing outputs, among other things.

The rationale of including         

governance discussion with the      
farmers is that it places people liv-
ing in poverty    (PLP) at the centre 
of poverty eradication

efforts through sharing knowledge, 
experiences, interests & voices → 
so    to       enable   in              the de-
sign of appropriate interventions, 
it builds power and influence of 
PLP to change their situation; The 

Participation of PLP in monitor-
ing of public service delivery; par-
ticipation of PLP in Influencing 
reviews/ design of policies/laws 
related to women’s rights, ensure 
that the state provides public ser-
vices to its citizens. 

question now is How? 

Build capacity of citizens,                    
especially PLP to hold government 
and corporate (private sector) 
to         account for their actions,                         
decisions and behaviour;     

To enables citizens, especially PLP 
to     secure improvements in pub-
lic services & fairer distribution of 
resources, and also by promoting 
just power relations & leadership 
(duty bearer & rights holder) 

The How &why should  be asked in 
the entire governance processes? 

For governance to work for the dis-
trict farmers’ forum, they should 
promote the participation of PLP 
(small holder farmers), especially 
women and girls in                                                 de-
cision-making processes at    local 
& national levels, 

7.1 Governance and Public Service 
Delivery:

Governance is critical in public 
service provisioning – it enables 
policies, programmes and pro-
jects to be translated in services to 
address needs of people esp. PLP. 

This means that; The State (duty 
bearer has obligation to provide 
public services to its citizens 
(right holders), however, in many 
countries, the state is not able or 
not willing to provide such ser-
vices to its people.

Most public service are of poor 
quality, not what people need or 
want & often completely absent; 
In most countries, public service 
delivery is under pressure, espe-
cially, due to rising population, 
urbanization, etc;

There is rising privatization of 

Participants listening attentively to the facilitators during the training
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service – health, education, water & sanitation, agriculture.

Note: The more public services are privatized the more difficult it becomes for PLP & marginalized groups to access 
such services.

As previously discussed, there are several reasons for services failing the poor and these include; failure of officials 
to ensure the delivery of services, not enough staff with the right qualifications, unaccountable politicians who see 
no political advantage in promoting service delivery for the poor, limited & unresponsive government policies & 
funding (voices of the poor not captured), lack of political will & commitment, corruption and distorted priorities. 
Such problems cut across among the government officials, frontline service provider and elected leaders.

At the end of discussion, participants where asked these questions and were argued to reflected on the previous 
exercise on institutional analysis;

1. What public services does Govt. provide in the country – at the district or local government levels (Leribe etc)?

2. How are the services provided in your district? Who is responsible for the delivery at national, local government 
& district level?

3. What is the quality of public service provided?

7.2 Governance Focus Areas:

(Power, Voice, Budget and Accountability)

Power looks at how power is exercised & who decides;

Voice focuses on citizen’s participation & influence in decision-making processes.  

Accountability focuses on duty bearers; it involves citizens holding duty bearers for inadequate or sub-standard 
services & notifying responsible offices/officers for correction. 

Budgets relate to service delivery; it looks at how Government finances its programs and governance systems - tracks 
money flows from the centre to local government levels. (Power, voice and accountability make budgets relevant)

7.2.1 Power:

There is greater recognition of the Unequal power relations in society especially the PLP(smallholder famers) are 
powerless, and therefore, they have to be supported to engage duty bearers;(engage in the process of enabling peo-
ple to perceive the social, economic and political contradictions in their lives and to take action against these- the 
Process of reflection and action.

Duty bearers on the other hand, yield a lot of power and use their power in various ways. Therefore, governance 
work links PLP to powerful people and institutions, hence it’s important to understand the concept of power. 

In this process, the participants-smallholder farmers are called upon to gain understanding and reflection and they 
are linked to action for social change.  We need to bring to surface such contradictions and then challenge deeply 
the held prejudicial ideas related to power relations, e.g Gender!!

People living in poverty often have a low sense of self-worth and personal or even collective power of bringing about 
a change. Through conscientization, we bring out political issues that have everything to do with power and require 
change.

The district farmers’ forum need to start from peoples analysis of their own context and build in a cumulative way, 
looking at the connection between local, national and international levels. Reflection Action (R.A) be-
comes the bed lock for building peoples agency, starting with their own conscientization.
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Forms Of Power:

Power to act – each one of us has capacity to create a more equal, just & fair society.(act on the undesirable situation. 

Power within ourselves – our sense of self-worth, our identity, values we aspire & adhere to, our understanding of 
being citizens with rights & responsibilities.  

Power with others – power of solidarity; there are others who share our experience & our vision of a more just so-
ciety.  

Power of collective action by the poor and marginalized people to help create a more just and fair society. (Agency 
of the poor-women groups, farmers’ forum/platforms.)

Power Tools:

Power analysis – This helps in naming the powerful, their interests in the matter to understand whom to target and/
or avoid,

The Onion – This helps to understand positions, interests & needs of actors,

Power mapping – This helps to identify the power relations among key stakeholders in your area

7.2.2 Voice

Voice is about peoples’ ability to express publicly their opinion & concerns about politics, social conditions & eco-
nomic issues, how they affect them and how we would like to see them change. 

The governance work should aim at building the Voice of PLP.

Voice can be expressed by using the established channels such as complaining to local council, through the vote for 
leaders in parliament, local councils, by influencing decisions in local councils or committees, budget processes, etc

Ways Of Expressing Voice:
• Dialogue,
• Evidence-based approaches,
• Communicating with a wider audience,
• Peaceful action & protests.

Avenues Of Expressing Voice:
• Closed spaces,
• Invited spaces,
• Under-utilised spaces,
• Claimed spaces,
• Public spaces,

Voice Tools:
• Mapping the speakers,
• Voice in public meetings,
• Stakeholder analysis,
• Citizen’s jury,
• Boost your representation,
• Power and democracy,
• Democracy audit,
• Communication
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7.2.3 Accountability:

Accountability is central to successful democratic governance. It binds citizens & the state together in mutual obli-
gations & responsibilities.

Characteristics of Accountability: 

1. Accountability           involves relationships between the people responsible for delivering a service and those that 
have to receive a service, e. g, the DAO/DEO and the farmers in a community,

2. It involves taking responsibility – people in authority have a responsibility to serve.

3. It is concerned with power- the power of those with authority is checked or enhanced (if accountability is not 
functional), 

4. It is closely linked to human rights & rule of law – it helps to build a system of government. based on the rule of 
law, (actions of the duty bearers are guided by the law)
 
5. It is about gender equity- accountability calls for promotion & protection of women’s rights,
 Participants were called upon to come out and use all the channels in which they can use to challenge power and 
change the above listed challenge that restrict progress of farming in Leribe, and by this farmers realize that if they 
come together to form one voice, they and achieve more.

the government.

In deepening the understanding of 
social                accountability,       the 
facilitator engaged the participants 
in asking some few questions. For 
instance, 

1.Has the  government provid-
ed structures to assist farmers? 
Whether farmers  attended re-
source centres meetings?

2.It was revealed that whereas 
most farmers attend such meet-
ings, they are largely informed 
about the decisions already taken 
by the top leadership in the min-
istry or at the district levels, rather 
than asking farmers about their 
opinions over issues and concerns 
affecting them. If the government 
does not deliver, what do you do?

• Farmers unanimously agree that 
they have nothing to  do , or at 
times  they shout and complain 
but not further other than that

3.Do you know your role?

• Farmers agree that they do not 
understand their role

8.0 SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

Participants were         led into      
discussion         about   social         
accountability     with  specific                
attention on what accountabili-
ty is, what social   accountability      
and           why                    is       social    
accountability            so important.

The facilitator demonstrated the 
meaning of accountability    by 
giving     the     following example;

A family operates as one unit and 
has          a           budget     and neces-
sities  to fulfil, just as a government 
and a country and    everyone in 
the family has to be catered for. 

If a family member does not carry 
out their duties, the family suffers, 
so the member    has to be held   
answerable to their actions; so 
does the government. It is through 
this explanation by   facilitator 
that participants demonstrated 
what accountability is and how 
it can be practiced by both the        
government (duty bearer) and 
the citizens as right holders, 
showed their lack of knowledge on 
how much power they have over 

4.Do you check the quality of fa-
cilities provided by the govern-
ment?
• All farmers agree that they never 
check the quality of facilities, nei-
ther do they question if they are 
dissatisfied 

5.Do you get timely information 
from those responsible for service 
delivery?
• The answer was a unanimous no

From what the participants ex-
pressed, it was clear that they were 
dissatisfied with what the govern-
ment does and offers to them as 
farmers, for instance; by giving 
an example of road construction 
that went out of control and no 
one has said anything about it. 
Agreeing that they generally lack 
awareness about how issues affect-
ing them as farmers can be solved 
and emphasizing that if a training 
like this one had been made long 
ago, then they would gain greater 
and deeper conscious and under-
standing of various approaches 
and methods to use to get their 
pressing demands reach those re-
sponsible and Leribe would have 
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been a well-developed district.There is growing recognition both among governments, donors and civil society that 
citizens and communities have an important role to play with regard to enhancing accountability of public officials, 
reducing corruption and leakage of funds and improving public service delivery.

8.1 What is Accountability 

Accountability can be defined as 
the obligation of power-holders to 
account for or take responsibility 
for their actions. Power-holders 
refers to those who hold political, 
financial or other forms of power    
and          include   officials  in 
government, private corporations, 
international financial institutions 
and civil society organizations 
(CSOs). 

Therefore, accountability   is a 
consequence of the implicit social 
compact (social contract) between 
citizens and      their delegated rep-
resentatives and           agents in a 
democracy.

It is a fundamental principle   of 
democracy where those citizens 
have      the               right     to 
demand accountability and public 
actors have an obligation    to be 
accountable.Elected officials and 
civil servants are accountable for 
their conduct and performance.
In other words, they can and 
should be held accountable to obey 
the law, not abuse their powers, 
and serve the public interest in an 
efficient, effective and fair manner.

Social accountability is a process 
of creating  a   space for people 
living in poverty (PLP) to analyze 
and reflect. It’s a way of building 
individuals and collective agency, 
strengthening voice in govern-
ance where access to services       is 
“a rallying     point              for   
PLP’s (smallholder farmers-SHFs)       
collective action” Social account-
ability processes have been widely 
promoted by donors as a solution 

to the governance challenge of     
responsive service delivery.

In social accountability, there are 
broad range      of actions and 
mechanisms undertaken beyond 
voting that citizens can use to hold 
the state     to account, as well as 
actions on the part of government, 
civil   society, media and other 
societal actors that promote or 
facilitate these efforts. Social 
accountability is therefore, about 
affirming and operationalizing di-
rect accountability relationships 
between citizens and the state.

Social accountability involves the 
expanded use of participatory data 
collection and     analysis tools 
combined with enhanced space 
and opportunity for citizen/civil 
society engagement with the state 
have led to   a new generation of 
social accountability practices. 

They emphasize a solid evidence 
base and   direct dialogue and 
negotiation with government 
counterparts. These include, for 
example, participatory public pol-
icy-making, participatory budget-
ing, public expenditure tracking, 
and citizen       monitoring and 
evaluation of public services.

Social accountability mechanisms 
complement and enhance con-
ventional internal (government) 
mechanisms of accountability. 
All governments have internal   
mechanisms in place to promote 
or ensure accountability of public 
servants( using the police crimi-
nal investigations, Ombudsman, 
Internal Auditors, Parliamenta-

ry committees for oversight roles 
etc) Internal (government) and 
external (citizens/civil society) 
mechanisms of accountability can 
and        should                   be mutually 
reinforcing(working and support-
ing each other but not competing).

8.2 Building Blocks Of Social 
Accountability

While social accountability                
encompasses a broad array of      
diverse practices, there are several 
core elements or building blocks 
that are common to most  social 
accountability approaches which 
the  citizens,   especially  people 
living in poverty(PLP) need to 
harness in order to demand good 
governance and   better service 
delivery of public services. These 
include;

(i) Accessing or generating infor-
mation, 

(ii) Making the voice of citizens 
heard, and 

(iii) Engaging in a process of nego-
tiation for change.

(i). Accessing or generating 
Information

Accessing or generating relevant 
information and       making it pub-
lic is a critical aspect of social ac-
countability. Citizens (small hold-
er farmers) need to build credible 
evidence that will serve to hold 
public officials accountable often 
involves obtaining and analys-
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ing both supply-side information 
from government        and service 
providers        and    demand-side 
information from      users          of 
government services,communities 
and citizens. 

The government is always           
mandated to ensure transparency; 
to produce and provide data and 
accounts, which are crucial for 
accessing supply-side information 
such as policy statements, budget 
commitments and accounts,        
records of  inputs, outputs and 
expenditures(supply side informa-
tion), and audit findings and the 
citizens need to take advantage of 
this and use this information to 

hold government to account. On 
the other hand, citizens should 
engage in generating information 
(the demand-side information), 
where they use a wide variety of 
participatory methods and tools—
such as community scorecards, 
citizen        report              cards, 
and participatory monitoring and 
evaluation techniques—such have 
to be developed to generate data 
while simultaneously serving to 
raise     awareness and   promote 
local-level        mobilization   and 
organization.

(ii) Making the voice of citizens 
heard (Giving Voice)

Another key element of social ac-
countability is giving voice to the 
needs, opinions and concerns of 
citizens (smallholder farmers) – 
This is critical in helping govern-
ment to better understand citizen 
priorities and how to better serve 
citizens. 

There are a number of strategies 
for strengthening citizen voice in-
clude; creating spaces for public de-
bate and platforms for citizen-state 
dialogue etc. The principal chal-
lenge of social accountability ini-
tiatives in such cases though is to 
ensure that the voices of poorer 
and more marginal groups espe-
cially the small holder farmers are 

not drowned out or dominated by more powerful and vocal groups. (Therefore, there is a need to consciously ob-
serve the power dynamics within district farmers’ forum, farmers’ groups, networks or coalitions)
But also the most crucial and challenging element of a social accountability strategy is the ability to get a response 
from public officials and achieve real change.  

Therefore, in such cases, there is a need to build citizen confidence and rights awareness, facilitating the develop-
ment of coalitions and alliances(district farmers’  forum) that can speak with a strong, united voice, and making 
strategic use of (or helping to develop) both modern and traditional forms of media.

(iii) Engaging in a process of negotiation for change

The most crucial and challenging element of a social accountability strategy is to be able to elicit/get a response from 
public officials and achieve real change. There is a need for the district farmers’ forum leadership to engage in the 
negotiations with the government and other key stakeholders. 

The Negotiation processes may be ad hoc or institutionalized. They can take the form of direct citizen-state inter-
action, eg, community level meetings with government officials or indirect, mediated forms of consultation and 
negotiation. 

In negotiating change, citizens groups (e.g. district farmers forum) can employ a range of both informal and formal 
means of persuasion, pressure, reward and sanction(citizens recall the MPs who mayn’t support the cause. Also key 
to negotiation strategy is creating public pressure (e.g. media campaigns and public meetings) or when necessary, 
resorting to formal means of enforcement (e.g., legal and judicial processes). 

The space and opportunity for negotiation, as well as the possibility of appeal to formal means of sanction, vary 
greatly from one context to another. In many countries, citizen’s groups have found that legal and/or institutional 
reforms are necessary to facilitate meaningful negotiation.

8.3 Why Is Social Accountability Important?

Accountability of public officials is the cornerstone of good governance and democracy. The effectiveness of con-
ventional supply-side (Accountability by government) mechanisms of accountability and elections (the principal 
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traditional demand-side mechanism of accountability- of using police, the state prosecution, the Auditor General, 
the Ombudsman etc) has proved limited and ineffective.  Therefore, by involving citizens (The smallholder farmers, 
the district farmers’ forum etc) in monitoring government performance, demanding and enhancing transparency 
and exposing government failures and misdeeds, social accountability mechanisms are potentially powerful tools 
against public sector corruption. In addition to improved government, social accountability empowers citizens.

From the above figure, it is important to note that Key to making services work for poor people (e.g. smallholder 
farmers) is to strengthen relationships of accountability between policymakers, service providers and citizens (Cit-
izen Voice). Successful service delivery requires relationships in which citizens can have a strong voice in policy-
making with politicians and bureaucrats (voice), citizens can monitor and discipline providers (citizen power), and 
policymakers can provide the incentives for providers to serve clients (compact). 

Finally, social accountability initiatives can contribute to empowerment, particularly of poor people (e.g. smallhold-
er farmers). Accountability is therefore, recognized as an integral component of empowerment, poverty reduction 
and sustainable development (use Reflection Action (R.A) tools to facilitate conscientisation process, use of Human 
Rights Based Approach (HRBA)

The degree to which a person or group is empowered is influenced by agency (the capacity to make purposive 
choice) and opportunity structure (the institutional context in which choice is made) - Smallholder farmers (dis-
trict farmers’ forum) need to come together in solidarity because this is a bedrock for building people’s agency and 
facilitates the process of making the citizens more conscious about their right and responsibilities in holding the 
government and other stakeholders to account.

Important for social accountability is that the farmers’ forum leadership need to provide critical information to their 
members and citizens  on rights and entitlements and  also introducing mechanisms that enhance citizen voice and 
influence vis-à-vis government, social accountability initiatives serve to enhance both of these key determinants of 
empowerment.  Of particular importance is the potential of social accountability initiatives to empower those social 
groups that are systematically under-represented in formal political institutions such as the district farmers’ forum, 
women small holder farmers (SHF), youth and poor people etc.

Figure 1: The Benefits of Social Accountabilty 

Improved Public
Policies and Services

Improved
Governance

Empowerment

  Social Accountabilty
     can contribute to
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8.4 Social Accountability Tools:

There are numerous social accountability tools, such as gender responsive budgeting and participatory monitoring 
and evaluation (community score cards, budget tracking, social audit etc), are specifically designed to address issues 
of inequality in service delivery and to ensure that less powerful societal groups (e.g. smallholder farmers) also have 
the ability to express and act upon their choices and to demand accountability.

Government Function Social Accountability  process Social accountability Methods 
and Tools 

Policies and plans Participatory policy making 
and planning

Local issues forum
Public hearing
Consensus conferences
Citizen juries

Budget and Expenditure Budget related social accounta-
bility work

Participatory budget formula-
tion
Alternative budgets
Independent budget analysis
Performance based budgeting
Public education to improve 
budget literacy
Public expenditure tracking 
survey
Social audit

Delivery of service and goods Social accountability in the 
monitoring  and evaluation of 
public services  and goods

Public hearings
Citizens report cards
Community score cards
Public opinion polls
Citizens charter

Public oversight Social accountability and pub-
lic oversight

Local oversight committees
Farmers’ oversight committees
Ombudsman 

From the above table, the citizens (smallholder farmers) can actively participate in ensuring that government performs 
its due functions. For instance; 

8.4.1 Participatory policy-making/development planning:

Social accountability can be enhanced ex-ante through citizen and CS participation in formulating public policies 
and plans. Examples include participatory policy-making (for example, the participatory formulation of poverty 
reduction strategies) and participatory development planning at the village or district levels.

Civil Society actors like RSDA, smallholder farmers or the government for that case can play a key role in reviewing, 
critiquing, and building public awareness about policies and plans in key areas such as gender equity, environmental 
protection, youth, employment and social services (reference - work-plan).

8.4.2 Budget Tracking

It is then that facilitator informed farmers that they need to equip themselves with information in order to over-
come such problems as a road tender that did not give good results, and that it is through budget tracking that 
such cases can be traced. 
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forth and voice their concerns on 
tender monetary issues that are not 
satisfactory to them.

• That they must be firm on de-
manding justice for what they 
need.

• Realize that the people are the 
ones who should be planning the 
budget of the country not the gov-
ernment alone. Bringing forth that 
it is impossible to budget for some-
one without the presence of that 
person.

• That it is our right to eliminate 
fear from the people they have 
elected to run issues of govern-
ment; they are the people’s employ-
ees.

• They know now how and where 
they can get access to facilities that 
can assist them with production.

• That they have learnt to be brave, 
now they will educate others as 
they have been enlightened.

• They realize that they are more 

Lessons learnt in budget 
tracking;

Farmers realized that before they 
act on anything, they need to have 
proof; in every form and that it 
is their responsibility to demand 
those responsible to account for 
their actions, clarifying that they 
had not known the power of ma-
jority and through coming together 
they can make their voices heard, 
have access to information and en-
gage in the process of negotiations 
with those in power for change.

Farmers expressed that;

• Their eyes have been opened, 
they will learn to look back before 
they look forward.

• Their minds have been freshened  
because they have realized the im-
portance of a budget.

• They realized that they as farm-
ers and Basotho give government 
power but do not follow up on that 
power.
• That they were scared to come 

important than the people they 
elected, without them those elected 
would not be where they are.

• That they rush into fighting be-
fore they look at themselves.

• They had not the slightest idea 
that they have the right to visit par-
liament and participate in budget-
ary issues.

• Learnt what is governance and its 
meaning

• That as associations and inde-
pendent commodity associations, 
they have not done their jobs suffi-
ciently; all they know is to farm and 
wait for harvest without participat-
ing in governmental issues as they 
affect us more than they realized.

• That before anything else, they 
need to know who they are before 
they begin anything.

• That we can overcome inequal-
ity in civil service by uniting and 
becoming one voice

Lead facilititor Mrs Lineo Lekhanya demonstrating  a family budget
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Exercise on social accountability tool through community score card;

The table below scores Leribe district’s service providers with hypothetical questions as follows:

Title Question V. Poor 
(1)

Poor(2) Fair(3) Good(4)      V. Good(5)

•Does the district agriculture officer 
get to the office in time and every?
•Does the district agriculture officer 
provide services to the farmers 
satisfactorily and according to the 
needs of the farmers?

•Does the district agriculture officer 
do the supervisory work according 
to his job description and public 
service standing orders?
District Agriculture Extension 
Officers 
Veterinary
  • How does he Supervision
  • Time keeping?
  • Does he provide Service accord-
ing to your farmers’ needs
Agriculture
   • Supervision
   • Time
   • Service
Nutrition
   • Supervision
   • Time
   • Service

When given the task of completing the above table it was realized that the Leribe District Agricultural Officer seems 
not well known by participants hence explains lower scores given but also reveals how this know score relates to 
low/poor service delivery and therefore, it is an area that participants need to bring to the attention of the higher 
authorities.

9.0LEADERSHIP

In leadership farmers were asked to identify people they believe set examples of good leadership and only one out 
of the responses given provided an example of a parent providing that leaders are not only privileged persons or 
prestigious ones. 

9.1 Helpful leadership behaviours 
    • Someone with influence
    • Dedication
    • Bravery
    • Quick to pick up wrongs and rights
    • Has wisdom and compassion
    • Is respectful, humble and intelligent
    • Loves his / her job
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•Is a visionary, trustworthy and transparent
•A good record keeper who fulfils duties and a good problem solver
•But most precisely is someone who unifies than breaks
•Dignity and respectfulness: He respects others. An ethical leader should not use his followers as a medium to 
achieve his personal goals. He should respect their feelings, decision and values. Respecting the followers implies 
listening effectively to them, being compassionate to them, as well as being liberal in hearing opposing viewpoints. 
In short, it implies treating the followers in a manner that authenticate their values and beliefs.
  
•Serving others: He serves others. An ethical leader should place his follower’s interests ahead of his interests. He 
should be humane. He must act in a manner that is always fruitful for his followers.

•Justice: He is fair and just. An ethical leader must treat all his followers equally. There should be no personal bias-
ness. Wherever some followers are treated differently, the ground for differential treatment should be fair, clear, and 
built on morality.

•Community building: He develops community. An ethical leader considers his own purpose as well as his follow-
ers’ purpose, while making efforts to achieve the goals suitable to both of them. He is considerate to the community 
interests. He does not overlook the followers’ intentions. He works harder for the community goals

•Honesty: He is loyal and honest. Honesty is essential to be an ethical and effective leader. Honest leaders can be 
always relied upon and depended upon. They always earn respect of their followers. An honest leader presents 
the fact and circumstances truly and completely, no matter how critical and harmful the fact may be. He does not 
misrepresent any fact.

9.2 Good and effective leadership begins with:
 •Do what you say  not saying one thing and doing the opposite
 •Appreciates being given real feedback
 •Aware of how personal behaviour can affect the group they are in or the area they are working in
 •Identifies other peoples’ potentials and develops them
 •They are aware that they should be the change they want to see in their area
 •Able to identify other people’s skills and sees how to use and develop them not being afraid of being robbed the     
position
•Motivates others to be involved
•You must be the first to change on whatever you are preaching

9.3  Leadership core functions:

• Setting direction – developing a vision for the future with strategies for producing changes needed to achieve that 
vision. 
• Aligning people – communicate new direction to those who can create coalitions that understand the vision and 
are committed to its achievement
• Motivating and inspiring – keep people moving in the right direction despite major obstacles to change. Appealing 
to basic but often untapped human needs, values, emotions
• Motivating its group members and appreciating their contribution through praise
• Ensuring that all plans are being implemented in line with the vision and goals

9.4 Key leadership skills

Effective leadership requires the development of some skills. During this workshop, we focused on communication, 
listening as well as giving and receiving feedback.

9.5 Communication

Participants were taken through a session on communication. During this process, participants reflected on some 
of the contributing factors for people to be heard as well as to hear using TICing model and Listening at four levels. 
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It was emphasized during the session that there are various factors that can contribute to breakdown in communi-
cation and we should therefore not take communication as a straight forward thing. 

Much as communication is a two way system, it is important to note that it is naturally chaotic. The assumptions 
we often hold is that information must have a source, sent through a particular form of medium and the receiver/
recipient of the information should give feedback in order to achieve a successful and complete communication 
circle. Yet, the feedback may be totally different from what was expected, in such instances, how do we re act? Using 
one of the model known as TICing model (Time, Internal and Context) framework helps us to understand what are 
some of the factors that can influence what we hear and how we hear it.

This exercise was treated as a form of introducing farmers to the subject of formalising the creation of a farmers’ 
forum for Leribe as a platform for providing leadership to all the farmers so that they are organised to engage with 
the government in improving the agriculture sector.  It was also important in improving the leadership and man-
agement skills of the district farmers’ forum for better representation in the agriculture sector in Leribe. Farmers 
were therefore given a set of questions to guide them through the creation of the forum: These guiding questions 
included; Who are you, Purpose, Objectives, Roles and responsibilities and Governance.

10. FORMATION OF FORUM

At        first it    was        hard           
for the participants to understand 
these questions, and there was a bit 
of confusion in interpretation of 
what each question demanded but 
finally, the participants came up 
with a name of the forum as ; 
Leribe District Farmers Forum. ;

Who are you ?
Leribe District Farmers Forum 
as a body responsible to Leribe    
farmers, will be a forum that will 
stand up for Leribe farmers’ rights 
whilst also facilitate the coordina-
tion between the  farmers  and the 
government and all relevant stake-
holders engaged in the  agriculture 
sector in the district. 

Purpose
To create a united voice for all the 
farmers and lead in coordinating 
farmers demands to the govern-
ment for better agricultural service 
delivery in the Leribe district.

Objectives
• To link farmers with the govern-
ment and relevant stakeholders.
• To educate farmers on accounta-
bility.
• To be the voices of farmers
To improve agriculture in the dis-
trict and in the country as well.
• To increase production in 
agriculture.

Roles and responsibilities

The forum vowed that they would 

• Conduct follow-ups on issues of 
governance that affects the farmers 
in the district. 
• Gather information on behalf of 
farmers to help them advocate for 
better service delivery
• Mobilise  and conduct meetings 
for farmers

The farmers’ forum committee 
members and all the participants 
had to be reminded about the need 
to evaluate whether the forum ob-
jectives are in line and consistent 
with the general mission if the ag-
riculture sector in the country.
The Forum Governance
Committee members          were 

selected to enable representation 
of all the commodities    produced 
in the Leribe district and resource 
centers; these include; Mahobong, 
Peka, Khabo, Hlotse, Tale, Pel-
aneng and Maputsoe.

Considering that not all resource 
centers were not represented at the 
training workshop, the temporary 
committee  was selected and mem-
bers were as follows;

• Chairman: Ntate  Chabatsane 
Montši
• Secretary: ‘Matebello Kheola
• Treasurer: ‘Makhoasi Motsatsi
• PRO:  Raymond Buregyeya
• Members: ‘Mampho Morake 
and Muhurutse Molapo
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11. STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

Before the forum can begin its operations, it was important to led the participants into         understanding           the  
stakeholder analysis in order to be able to identify who and why the forum needs to work with  in order        to       its 
objectives.  The stakeholder analysis was used as one of the techniques that can be helpful       to farmers’           forum 
leadership to be able to identify the ley people who have to be won over. 

Therefore the farmers’ forum leaders needed to identify all the stakeholders. To facilitate the analysis of the             
stakeholders, the facilitator gave the participants into brainstorming on the following questions like; 

• Who are the people who will have an impact in the farmers’ forum success, whether positively or negatively?
• Who are the people who can make or break the farmers forum(their projects)
• To think about all the people who are affected by forums’ work, who have influence, power over it or who have an 
interest in the farmers’ forums’ success or unsuccessfulness. 

It was assessed as such, those with less power but have high interests; those with high power but less interest and 
those with high power and high interests.  The following stakeholders were mentioned and a matrix (power grid) 
below was filled: LENAFU, DAO, DA, RSDA, SADP, District Council, Leribe Farmers Union, World Vision and 
FAO. 

Power High 3     DA 4    DAO

Low 1   World Vision 2    LENAFU and RSDA

Low High
Interest

From the above power grid, it is important to note that the actions that farmers’ leadership need to take; 
Stakeholders with low power and low influence( the  farmers’ forum need to monitor such stakeholders with mini-
mum efforts so that they don’t bore them with excessive communication)
Stakeholders with low interest and high power( they need to keep them satisfied by putting enough work with them 
to keep such stakeholders busy)
Stakeholders with low power and high influence (it means that farmers’ forum need to keep them informed to en-
sure no major issues arise.
Stakeholders with high power and high influence (such stakeholders need to be managed closely and fully engage 
them and make all the efforts to satisfy them.

12. ACTION PLAN AND WAY FORWARD 

Farmers were then guided to come up with the activities that they will work on and with whom hence the follow-
ing action plan:

Roles and responsibilities Time Tools
To develop guidelines for the 
forum

15th June forum committee meets DAO office (officials), DAO hall, 
RSDA

To give feedback to resource cen-
tres on how the training went and 
what the training comprised

Second week of June, 10th June

13. CLOSING 

The training was concluded by soliciting the participants Opinions and views
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How the training was different?

• Farmers agree    that        they 
have limited access to training that 
is open and non-restricting 
• The training, unlike most,             
allow for farmers to express their       
opinions
• The training is guided by farmers 
and their opinions
• Gave women    room        to         
fully participate and     show their    
opinions

Representatives were picked 
from each categorical groups; i.e.      
women, men and youth, to express 
their views on the workshop;

Women

The women in this regard, thanked 
the trainers for a wonderful     
workshop filled with love and 
compassion and thereafter stressed 
how the workshop encouraged 
and made them aware that at all 
times, women need to be a part 
of    the decision making process 
as they too are powerful on putting 
a stamp on the common saying: 
“behind every successful man lies 
a strong woman”.

Men

Confessed that they wished such 
workshops can happen quite often, 
thanking RSDA for a wonderful 
and educational time spent. 

Youth

They have acknowledged how     
important it   is   for  youth     to     
participate in the farming sec-
tor, promising   that through the 
knowledge acquired from the 
training they will encourage more 
youth to participate in the future 
trainings.

Chairperson of the forum- Ntate 
Montši; 

The chairperson selected thanked 

the fellow participants and the 
organisers of the training and 
he indicated that the selected                    
leadership of the farmers’ forum 
is ready to lead, but mostly to 
give members the opportunity of       
feeling of being open-minded to-
wards their leaders.

In his speech, he recited the             
terminologies that were used in 
during the training session to 
demonstrate how much the Leribe 
group had absorbed:

“As the chairperson, I have to       
admit, we have never experienced 
such a workshop, it is one of its 
kind, but our problem is that we 
as people do not know how to stay 
and keep as one and united.

 So many groups have been formed 
but because we lack interest in 
keeping them alive, they end up 
dead, leaving us where we are now; 
without any progress.  Urge my 
fellow committee members to be 
true leaders and live by examples 
of good leaders by making the fo-
rum work and with the tools given 
to us in the workshop; it would be 
foolish of us to let it go.”

As he spoke, Ntate Montši            
conveyed the challenges farmers’ 
face that do not motivate them as 
farmers, such as land ownership; 
laws restricting expansion of their 
farms, limited facilities and infra-
structure, disinterest of top man-
agement stakeholders in farming 
and moreover lack of knowledge 
due to ignorance on the farmers’ 
part and limited access to informa-
tion. Although he stated that with 
this training received, it would 
be their culpability as farmers if 
change does not come to Leribe 
farmers, urging farmers to beware 
of the ‘invisible power’ and ‘hidden 
power’ they have as individuals.
Managing Director RSDA- ‘Mam-
pho Thulo
Before anything, ‘Me Thulo clar-
ified that this forum is not meant 
to replace any of the associations 

existing, but to link all these associa-
tions together and change the farm-
ing landscape. She likewise explained 
to the farmers that the motive behind 
the training is for market ready farm-
ers to improve their farming skills and 
knowledge. 

The National Agriculture Investment 
Plan of improving farming in Lesotho 
to 6% does not become just a dream but 
reality; explaining that as RSDA, the in-
tention was to make farmers aware of 
the people or stakeholder involved that 
could, can and play a huge role in im-
proving their farming. Also supporting 
that it is useless to farm and not know 
where and how to overcome market 
issues and this forum will create rela-
tionship between them and relevant 
stakeholders, so they should not give 
up on it; ‘it is the grounds of which ag-
riculture in the district and the country 
will grow’.

District Extension Officer Leribe – 
Malefetsane Lepota
Thanked RSDA for a well-managed ed-
ucational training given to his people, 
and admitted that they also as relevant 
stakeholders have not been doing their 
jobs right, but the birth of this forum 
will help guide them on how       to 
approach farmers as a whole. He then 
enlightened that they as the DAO office 
act as the farmers’ link between them 
as independent NGO’s, relevant stake-
holder and as farmers in accordance 
with the law.Thereafter encouraging 
farmers that the ministry’s doors are 
open to them, instructing them that as 
they have been taught; they should go 
and challenge associations such as their 
mother body LENAFU work harder        
and     be   accountable for what they 
promised. 

He then admonished farmers to always 
invite them to their meetings, whether 
open or closed, so they as a ministry 
can apprehend                    farmers’     
perspectives first hand. Concluding 
by urging farmers to remember to 
work together because unity is power 
and power can achieve anything, and 
through that, farmers will be giving the 
ministry to have a job to do.
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